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DOMAIN SPECIALIZATION

WHY CHOOSE US?

www.learnbay.co Learnvista Pvt. Ltd +91 73492 22263

We focus on working professionals and help them achieve the peak of success
without losing their designation or wasting their existing experience. 

Make a switch as a professional,
not as a fresher
Master with domain specific
industrial projects
Break through the crowd to get
noticed by recruiters

PROJECT INNOVATION LAB

Experts from MNCs and MAANG
assist in online and offline project
sessions
Attain classroom session in 7+ cities
(Pune, Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata,
Hyderabad, Chennai, Bangalore)

*Project Sessions are also        
 ..available in Online Mode

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=917349222263&text=Hey%20Learnbay!
https://www.learnbay.co/data-science-course/
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WHY CHOOSE US?

www.learnbay.co Learnvista Pvt. Ltd +91 73492 22263

1-ON-1 DEDICATION

Live interactive session with
expert for every individual
Each session is guided by
industrial expert
24*7 seamless technical support
from our dedicated team

3 YEARS SUBSCRIPTION

Limitless access for all the learning
materials, live batches, and project
sessions
Professionals get to switch
between weekdays and weekends
Make your learning calendar as per
your convenience

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=917349222263&text=Hey%20Learnbay!
https://www.learnbay.co/data-science-course/
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Avg  Hike 97%

10k+ Learners Mock Interviews

Dedicated Placement Cell for Working
Professionals to ensure a smooth Career
Transition

Prioritize growth and salary hike
with in-demand skillset

Make a transition without losing their
designation or wasting their existing
experience

100% GUARANTEED JOB REFERRAL

We have partnered with 250+ Top MNC'S & FinTech Startups across
the globe to offer genuine job leads. Most of our learners were hired for

their dream jobs one month before the course completion.

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=917349222263&text=Hey%20Learnbay!
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=917349222263&text=Hey%20Learnbay!
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SUCCESS STORIES

Neelesh Dugar
Working at  Act21 Softwares
Very well designed and structured. I really
appreciate him and would want to put
some light on Utkarsh Kulshrestha. Cheers
to you guys! I had an amazing experience at
Learnbay, which got me where I am today.
Thank you to each one of you and also
Abhishek who is handling very well. All the
best guys!!

Deevraj
Working at  Mindtree
The quality of content is very nice mainly
the instructor concentrating on the
practical part, live project sessions make
you feel confident to attend interviews.
Multiple batch options, access for any
instructor class videos or materials.
Totally positive environment around. One
can join here with no second thought.

Srikanth Saurav
Working at Mediamarksaturn

Machine Learning concepts & Statistics
are very well explained by Utkarsh. Best
thing was completing the syllabus on-time
as they have promised. Trainers are
clearing the doubts . Got multiple joining
offers from different MNCs for Data
Science and AI developer

View LinkedIn
profile

Preksha Mishra

The course structure is excellent
with emphasis on concept
building and tools & software at
the same time. The support team
is excellent and supportive and
quite agile to respond to doubts. 

Working at HCL

Domain:
Telecom

Saurabh Kumar

When I joined Learnbay I did not
have any knowledge apart from
the very basics. I gradually build
my concept via various trainers
and get trained in data science
with strong knowledge/concepts.

Working at Teleperformance

Domain:
Mechanical

Ritesh Kumar

I knew nothing about data science before I
joined Learnbay. But through a variety of
instructors, I steadily developed my notion
and received solid knowledge and
conceptual training in data science with hike
of 119%.

Working at Capgemini

Domain:
Teaching

165%
Salary Hike

90%
Salary Hike

100%
Salary Hike

140%
Salary Hike

135%
Salary Hike

150%
Salary Hike

https://www.linkedin.com/in/preksha-mishra-3b5b3347/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/saurabh-kumarr/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rithesh-n-m-91a12b103/
http://linkedin.com/in/shreekantsaurabh


Viraj Ghodke
Working at  Affine Analytics

For me, learning using the Learnbay
platform has been a great experience. The
teaching and management team are very
helpful. They are constantly willing to
clarify each individual's doubts and meet
the needs of working professionals. I owe
my gratitude to the trainers and the whole
Learnbay team for assisting me in getting
placed.

Shezan Baig
Working at Accenture AI
Learnbay is one of the most remarkable data
science institutes I've come across. In
comparison to other institutes in India, it
offers a data science course at a low cost.
Excellent value for money. I would strongly
advise everyone to attend this institute. All of
the trainers are excellent in their own subject,
but the Stats & ML trainer in particular is
outstanding.

View LinkedIn profile View LinkedIn profile

SUCCESS STORIES

Pooja Sharma
Working at  Learnvista
I have done Data Science and AI
certification and got placed within 8
months. Journey was really tough for me
because i was from mechanical domain.
But the mentors were really helpful and
they have good industrial knowledge.
Facility of recording classes is very useful.

View LinkedIn
profile

The offering here is best in the industry I
would say both cost and curriculum wise.
One advantage joining here is you can access
their resources for lifetime unlike others
where you have accessibility only for a year
or so. Most importantly, there is continuous
assistance for recruitment. Well,one enrolls
for any course and ends up getting a
handsomely paying job.

Shubhangi J. Waghmare
Working at  Infrasoft Technologies

View LinkedIn profile

Pawan Yadav 
Working at  Oracle
I have done Data Science certification and i
placed in Oracle. Journey was really tough for
me because i was from core electronics
domain. Mentors are really helpful and they
have good knowledge. Personally i liked
teaching style of Trainer Nishant. Facility of
recording classes is very useful.

View LinkedIn profile

Suman Karmakar
Working at  IBM
It was a good and effective course
with dedicated faculties for
modules.You get flexibility to attend
classes from multiple instructors.Very
Supportive environment for learning.

View LinkedIn
profile

50%
Salary Hike

110%
Salary Hike
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/suman-karmakar-201aa355/


Learnbay has helped me a lot to learn data
science applications in the e-commerce
industry. The live class concept was really
helpful in receiving proper DS training.
Thanks to all my mentors and the
placement team.

Thanks to the Learnbay data science course
and excellent guidance, I was able to ace
the TCS interview and secure a job with a
400% pay raise. All of the real-world time
projects helped 
me develop my concepts as a data scientist.

SUCCESS STORIES

Shravanthi A
Working at Ford

Domain:
Mechanical

Mohd. Israr
Working at TCS

Domain:
Mechanical

Ankit Biswas

I come from a nontechnical background.
However, with Learnbay's well-structured
course, amazing mentorship, and
consistent support, I was able to not only
enhance my skills but also land my dream
career. 

Working at TheMathCompany

Domain: Software
Engineer

Chandani Priya

Recommended to anyone who is trying to
learn Data Science. Teachers go through
every detail and in between they tells you
what questions is mostly likely to ask in the
interview! Which is important! Also gives you
assignments for weekends! Overall really
good experience! Worth it!

Working at TheMathCompany

Domain: Development

Rinav

Someone starting in Data Science, Learnbay
is definitely one of Institutions to go for.
Detailed syllabus, good trainers, flexibility
in batch(If someone wants to repeat any
module), supporting staff, very good
learning experience for me.

Working at Mphasis

Domain: BFSI

Watch Successful
Career Transition 

Read More Reviews

230%
Salary Hike

210%
Salary Hike

180%
Salary Hike
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Book a session

Address

#1090 
1st floor, 18th Cross Rd,
above Sangam Sweets,
Sector 3, HSR Layout,
Bengaluru, Karnataka

560102

Book a counselling session
with expert!

www.learnbay.co Learnvista Pvt. Ltd +91 73492 22263

Contact Us

Click on the icon to follow us!

Learn Here,
Lead Anywhere
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